TO: File
FROM: Bruce Swanton, HRMB Technical Group Supervisor
THROUGH: Ed Horst
DATE: November 7, 1991
SUBJECT: 10/28/91 Sludge and Soil Sampling Proposal AT HAFB LAGOONS

In a teleconference between USAF and EPA plus Corps of Engineers:

EPA (Barry Feldman, David Volgler). Subject is a sampling plan that would be adequate for a data base to support delay of closure of the lagoons. In earlier conversations with Sharon Moore I had come to understand that this sampling plan was to be the basis of data supporting clean closure. Brent has said this is not the case, only a delay of closure is being sought via this sampling plan.

Brent said that this plan was designed as somewhat more rigorous than the initial plan, particularly with regard to the soil coring component, just so the AF can have a better idea of what the real situation is.

EPA stated concern that there were too few samples from the upper part of pond C. AF has added two 2-foot boring sampling points near the inflow lines into pond C, one 2-foot boring near the inflow line from D in pond E, and has moved the deep boring location nearer the outflow point in pond E (see red additions to plan).

A new 2-foot boring west of G, see my addition in red.

Ellen said she would not require additional sampling south of highway 70 at this time.

Also, there were changes (increases) made in the number of Appendix IX samples to be done. Possibly 10 additional samples.

EPA stated they would prefer a data validation by a contractor other than the data gatherer (Radian). Brent will clarify these changes in a letter with teleconference minutes at a later date.

I will send Radian a copy of our QA/QC (Radian FAX, Wally Hise 512 454-8807).